Analysis of diffusive systems. In this section of the SI we analyze the aggregation behavior of diffusive systems where Δ / → ∞ with three different occupancy densities = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. In all cases, K particles are identical to Cs particles and there is no dependence of the activation barriers on the local environment. Representative snapshots of each system are shown in Figure S1 . 
. Figure S2a shows the probability distributions of !"" !" . The results for K are analogous, and are not shown. Lastly, Figure 2c shows the
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Chemical Science. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 power spectrum of !"" !" (analogous to Figure 5 in the main text). The diffusive systems exhibit an approximately horizontal spectrum, characteristic of white noise, in clear contrast to cases with finite values of Δ / , where pink noise is observed instead (Fig. 5) . Sensitivity to initial conditions. While the results report initial conditions of a well-mixed system, we
show that the system that starts from a phase separated configuration also exhibits the DIEL phenomena. In Figure S4 we see that there is an initial transient period where Cs (yellow) forms a cohesive front kinetically trapping the K particles (cyan) in one of the reflective boundaries (i.e. left or right), and illustrated in frames 45,000 and 120,000. Once the system escapes this transient state via a finite size fluctuation in the compact Cs front, the system resumes it's corresponding cyclic behavior with micelle-like cluster formation as reported in the paper. At long times, we find the same behavior starting from a well mixed or a phase separated configuration. Figure S4 . Sequence of snapshots in a 30x30 lattice sites system starting from phase separated configurations. The numbers underneath are the frames of the simulation where the snapshot was taken. In these simulation B = 23 and ∆A=16. 
